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ABSTRACT
From artificial intelligence to network security to hardware design,
it is well-known that computing research drives many important
technological and societal advancements. However, less is known
about the long-term career paths of the people behind these innovations. What do their careers reveal about the evolution of computing
research? Which institutions were and are the most important in
this field, and for what reasons? Can insights into computing career
trajectories help predict employer retention?
In this paper we analyze several decades of post-PhD computing
careers using a large new dataset rich with professional information,
and propose a versatile career network model, R3 , that captures
temporal career dynamics. With R3 we track important organizations in computing research history, analyze career movement
between industry, academia, and government, and build a powerful
predictive model for individual career transitions. Our study, the
first of its kind, is a starting point for understanding computing
research careers, and may inform employer recruitment and retention mechanisms at a time when the demand for specialized
computational expertise far exceeds supply.
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INTRODUCTION

From the invention of the Unix operating system in the 1970s to
the ongoing artificial intelligence revolution, the importance and
impact of computing research can hardly be overstated. The world
has taken notice accordingly: the news media regularly covers everything from frontiers in computer design [7] to the earnings of AI
experts [24]. Naturally, questions regarding computing research careers are becoming relevant. What happens after a PhD in computer
science? Which organizations are, or were, central in computing
research? How do expertise and talent flow between organizations?
In this study, we answer these questions by analyzing a unique
career trajectory dataset of computer science PhD graduates from
the 1970s to the present. Our goal, broadly, is to understand the
evolution of computing research as a profession on the levels of
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individual career transitions (movement between distinct employers), organizations (employers), and three respective sectors
(industry, academia, and government). To do so we propose R3 ,
a versatile career network model that captures resource flow, employer retention, and relative organizational growth. Combining
R3 with the HITS link analysis algorithm [18], which has not (to
the best of our knowledge) been used in career analysis before, we
demonstrate R3 ’s versatility with insights of varying granularity:
• System-wide evolution. We identify key organizations, from
startups to universities to industry leaders, in computing research
history. R3 captures crucial factors beyond size and popularity
that contribute to organizational “importance”, demonstrating
that some organizations are important precisely for their small
sizes, low retention, or short existences.
• Cross-sector career movement. We examine post-PhD career
transitions across sectors. Beyond finding evidence that crosssector collaboration is increasing, we use R3 to reveal significant
asymmetry in the frequency, timing, and “prestige” of career moves
between academia and industry.
• Individual retention prediction. Finally, we predict career
transitions by combining R3 network dynamics and individual
career trajectory information. We demonstrate R3 ’s immediate
utility in boosting prediction power with interpretable features
that can inform employer recruitment and retention mechanisms.
This work is a starting point for large-scale studies of computing
career trajectories. Such analyses are becoming crucial as demand
for computing expertise grows and our world increasingly depends
on research innovations in computer science.
Outline. This paper is organized as follows: we first discuss some
of our extensive data standardization pipeline and describe our
post-processed dataset (Sec. 2). We then motivate and detail our
R3 career network model (Sec. 3). With R3 we analyze computing
research careers at several levels of granularity (Sec. 4). Finally, we
outline related areas of work and discuss future directions based
on our study’s results and limitations (Secs. 5 through 7).

2

DATA

Data collection. To obtain our data, we automatically crawled the
public online information of around 10 thousand PhD graduates
from the 1970s to 2015 in computer science and related subfields.
We matched these graduates from the Proquest Digital Library of
PhD dissertations to an online public professional (LinkedIn) profile.
To guide automatic data collection, we obtained data for those with
PhDs from the top 50 US computer science graduate programs as
specified in the 2014 US News & World Report (USNWR)1 . We do
not use the actual USNWR rankings, which have been criticized [2],
anywhere in our study. Per person, we retained the PhD school,
1 https://www.usnews.com/best-graduate-schools/top-science-schools/

computer-science-rankings

